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We show that superstring inspired E6 models can explain both the recently detected excess eejj
and e/pT jj signals at CMS, and also allow for leptogenesis. Working in a R-parity conserving low
energy supersymmetric effective model, we show that the excess CMS events can be produced via
the decay of exotic sleptons in Alternative Left-Right Symmetric Model of E6, which can also
accommodate leptogenesis at a high scale. On the other hand, either the eejj excess or the e/pT jj
excess can be produced via the decays of right handed gauge bosons, but some of these scenarios
may not accommodate letptogenesis as there will be strong B − L violation at low energy, which,
along with the anomalous fast electroweak B + L violation, will wash out all baryon asymmetry.
Baryogenesis below the electroweak scale may then need to be implemented in these models.
PACS numbers: 98.80.Cq,12.60.-i,14.60.St,11.30.Fs
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently the CMS Collaboration at the LHC at CERN
announced their results for the right-handed gauge boson
WR search at a center of mass energy of
√
s = 8TeV and
19.7fb−1 of integrated luminosity. They have used the
final state eejj to probe pp→ WR → eNR → eejj, with
the cuts pT > 60 GeV, |η| < 2.5 (pT > 40 GeV, |η| <
2.5) for leading (subleading) electron. The invariant
mass meejj is calculated for all events satisfying mee >
200 GeV. In the bin 1.8 TeV < meejj < 2.2 TeV roughly
14 events have been observed with 4 expected back-
ground events, amounting to a 2.8σ local excess, which,
however, can not be explained by WR decay in Left-Right
Symmetric Models (LRSM) with strict left-right symme-
try (gauge couplings gL = gR) [1]. The CMS search for
di-leptoquark production, at a center of mass energy of√
s = 8TeV and 19.6fb−1 of integrated luminosity has re-
ported a 2.4σ and a 2.6σ local excess in eejj and e/pT jj
channels 1 respectively, and has excluded the first genera-
tion scalar leptoquarks with masses less than 1005 (845)
GeV for β = 1(0.5), where β is the branching fraction
of a leptoquark to a charged lepton and a quark [2]. In
the eejj channel for a 650 GeV leptoquark signal using
the optimization cuts ST > 850 GeV,mee > 155 GeV and
mminej > 270 GeV (where ST is the scalar sum of the pT
of two leptons and two jets), 36 events have been ob-
served compared with 20.49± 2.4± 2.45(syst.) expected
events from the Standard Model (SM) backgrounds im-
plying a 2.4σ local excess. While in the e/pT jj chan-
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1 The e/pT jj channel is often referred to as eνjj channel in the
literature. Also note that the “ee” in eejj refers to two first
generation charged leptons, not necessarily of the same sign.
nel using the optimization cuts ST > 1040 GeV,m/ET >
145 GeV,mej > 555 GeV and mT,e/pT (where ST is now
the scalar sum of the missing energy /ET and pT of the
electron and two jets), 18 events have been observed com-
pared with 7.54±1.20±1.07(syst.) expected background
events amounting for a 2.6σ local excess.
A few attempts have been made to explain the above
CMS excesses in the context of different models. The
excesses have been explained in the context of WR decay
by embedding the conventional LRSM (gL 6= gR) in the
SO(10) gauge group in Refs. [3, 4]. The eejj excess has
been discussed in the context of WR and Z
′ gauge boson
production and decay in Ref. [5]. The excesses have
also been interpreted as due to pair production of vector-
like leptons in Refs. [6]. In Refs. [7, 8], the excess of
eejj events has been shown to occur in R-parity violating
processes via the resonant production of a slepton. In
Ref. [9], a different scenario is proposed by connecting
leptoquarks to dark matter which fits the data for the
recent excess seen by CMS. The feasibility of probing
lepton number violation through the production of same
sign leptons pairs in a dilepton +2 jets channel was first
explored in Ref. [10].
The conventional LRSM (even embedded in higher
gauge groups) are inconsistent with the canonical mecha-
nism of leptogenesis in the predicted range of the mass of
WR (∼ 2 TeV) at CMS [11]. In these models, leptogenesis
can generate the lepton asymmetry in two possible ways:
(i) decay of right-handed Majorana neutrinos which do
not conserve lepton number [12] and (ii) decay of very
heavy Higgs triplet scalars with couplings that break
lepton number [13]. Since the right-handed neutrinos
interact with the SU(2)R gauge bosons, the WR inter-
actions with the right-handed neutrino N can wash out
any existing primordial B−L asymmetry, and hence also
baryon and lepton asymmetry in the presence of anoma-
lous (B+L) violating interactions before the electroweak
phase transition. Successful primordial leptogenesis in-
volving N decay for mWR > mN then requires mWR &
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22 × 105 GeV(mN/102 GeV)3/4 if leptogenesis occurs at
T = mN and mWR & 3 × 106 GeV(mN/102 GeV)2/3 if it
occurs at T > mWR . Note that the mN > mWR option is
excluded in supersymmetric theories with gravitinos [11].
Thus, the observed 1.8 TeV < mWR < 2.2 TeV bounds at
CMS imply that the decay of right-handed neutrinos can-
not generate the required amount of lepton and baryon
asymmetry of the universe in the conventional LRSM.
Such models would then require some other mechanism
to generate the baryon asymmetry of the universe. With
regards to the interpretation of the excess events as due to
leptoquarks, it is difficult to accommodate any scenario
that allows a light leptoquark in any simple extension of
the standard model.
In this article, we attempt to find other simple exten-
sions of the standard model which can explain the ex-
cess CMS events and simultaneously explain the baryon
asymmetry of the universe via leptogenesis. To this end
we explore whether models based on heterotic superstring
theory have all the necessary ingredients embedded in
their effective low-energy theories. The heterotic super-
string theory with E8×E′8 gauge group after compactifi-
cation on a Calabi-Yau manifold leads to the breaking of
E8 → SU(3) × E6 [14, 15]. The flux breaking of E6 re-
sults in different effective subgroups of rank-5 and rank-6
at low-energy, some of which include new right-handed
gauge bosons in their spectrum. In addition to this, these
low-energy subgroups provide the existence of new exotic
(s)particles. We systematically study the possible decay
modes of right-handed gauge bosons in the three effec-
tive low-energy subgroups of the superstring inspired E6
model and point out that it is not possible to explain
the excess of both eejj and e/pT jj events from the the
right-handed gauge boson decay and accommodate lepto-
genesis simultaneously in any of the effective low-energy
subgroups of E6. We then propose a different scenario
in which both the excess signals can be produced from
the decay of an exotic slepton in two of the effective low-
energy subgroups of the superstring inspired E6 model.
The added advantage of this scenario is that unlike R-
parity violating slepton decay in Refs. [7, 8], the pro-
duction as well as decay of the exotic slepton in this sce-
nario involves only R-parity conserving interactions. In-
terestingly, one of the two effective low-energy subgroups
(generally known as the Alternative Left-right Symmet-
ric Model (ALRSM)) also explains high-scale leptogen-
esis. Therefore, we argue that the ALRSM is the most
suitable choice for explaining both the excess of events
at CMS and the generation of the baryon asymmetry via
leptogenesis.
The outline of the article is as follows. In Sec. II,
we discuss the phenomenology of the effective low-energy
subgroups of the supersymmetric E6 model and discuss
the possibility of producing eejj and e/pT jj events from
the decay of right-handed gauge bosons. In Sec. III, we
discuss the R-parity conserving processes for the produc-
tion of an exotic slepton which subsequently decays to
two jets and two electrons as well as two jets, an electron
and missing energy. In Sec. IV, we discuss the impact
of these models on leptogenesis. In Sec. V, we conclude
with our results.
II. E6-SUBGROUPS AND DECAY CHANNELS
OF RIGHT-HANDED GAUGE BOSONS
Within the context of heterotic superstring theory in
ten dimensions, it was shown in Ref. [16] that there is
gauge and gravitational anomaly cancellation if the un-
derlying gauge group is E8×E′8 or SO(32). The E8×E′8
leads to chiral fermions, whereas SO(32) does not lead
to the same. Therefore, E8×E′8 is considered to be more
attractive from the phenomenological point of view. By
integrating out the massive modes, the low-energy limit
of the superstring theory (massless modes of the string)
leads to ten-dimensional supergravity coupled with an
E8×E′8 gauge sector. To make connection with the four-
dimensional world, the extra six dimensions must be com-
pactified on a particular kind of manifold. Though there
exists several compactification scenarios, the compactifi-
cation on a Calabi-Yau manifold (with SU(3) holonomy)
[15] results in the breaking of E8 → SU(3) × E6 (with
the SU(3) gauge connection becoming the spin connec-
tion on the compactified space) and also produces N = 1
supersymmetry [14]. The remaining E′8 couples to the
usual matter representations of the E6 only by gravita-
tional interactions and provides the role of the hidden
sector needed to break supersymmetry.
Historically, the heterotic superstring theory made a
lot of progress because of its ability to produce N = 1
supersymmetry and its connection to the N = 2 super-
conformal field theory allowing it to estimate the texture
of the Yukawa couplings in terms of intersection num-
bers in the compactified space. Compactification in the
Calabi-Yau space has another interesting feature of flux
breaking of the gauge groups at the grand unification
scale and also predicting three generations of fermions.
However, issues related to moduli stabilization as well
as the presence of exotic particles made it slightly less
attractive. On the flip side, the same exotic fermions ap-
pearing in the E6 spectrum provide a rich phenomenol-
ogy and as we shall demonstrate here, they may explain
the LHC excess events. In this section we discuss the
phenomenology of the effective low-energy subgroups of
the E6 group. One of the maximal subgroups of E6 is
given by SU(3)C × SU(3)L × SU(3)R. The fundamental
27 representation of E6 under this subgroup decomposes
as
27 = (3, 3, 1) + (3∗, 1, 3∗) + (1, 3∗, 3) (1)
where (u, d, h) : (3, 3, 1), (hc, dc, uc) : (3∗, 1, 3∗) and the
leptons are assigned to (1, 3∗, 3). Here h denotes the ex-
otic − 13 charge quark. Other than h and its charge conju-
gate, a right-handed neutrino N c and two lepton isodou-
blets (νE , E) and (E
c, N cE) are among the new particles.
Although these exotic particles have not been observed
3so far, they promise rich phenomenology and their de-
tection may also become an indirect indication for the
superstring inspired models.
The particles of the first family are assigned as:
ud
h
+ (uc dc hc)+
Ec ν νEN cE e E
ec N c n
 , (2)
where SU(3)L operates vertically and SU(3)(R) oper-
ates horizontally. When the SU(3)(L,R) further breaks
to SU(2)(L,R) × U(1)(L,R), there are three choices corre-
sponding to T,U, V isospins of SU(3), which corresponds
to the three different embedding of the residual SU(2) on
SU(3) and the different isospins T,U, V would be the gen-
erators of SU(2). These three choices give three kinds of
heavy W ’s (compared to their left-handed counterparts)
and the exotic fermions belong to the different SU(2)
representations.
A. Case 1.
We first consider the usual left-right symmetric exten-
sion of the standard model and include the exotic parti-
cles. In that case, for the standard model particles the
sum of the generators YL and YR can be identified with
the generator (B−L), where B is the baryon number and
L is the lepton number. We shall extend this identifica-
tion to the exotic particles as well, because that will help
us understand the B and L violation in this scenario.
The right-handed up and down quarks, or their CP
conjugate states (dc, uc)L belong to the SU(2)R doublet
as in the LRSM. The charge equation
Q = T3L +
1
2
YL + T3R +
1
2
YR
= T3L + T3R +
(B − L)
2
(3)
holds for all the SM particles and we want the new
fermions that belong to the fundamental representation
of E6 to have invariant Yukawa interactions with the SM
particles. Thus this relation may be extended as a defini-
tion to make all Yukawa and gauge interactions conserve
B − L. So under subgroup G = SU(3)c × SU(2)L ×
SU(2)R × U(1)B−L the fields transform as
(u, d)L : (3, 2, 1,
1
6
)
(dc, uc)L : (3¯, 1, 2,−1
6
)
(νe, e)L : (1, 2, 1,−1
2
)
(ec, N c)L : (1, 1, 2,
1
2
)
hL : (3, 1, 1,−1
3
)
hcL : (3¯, 1, 1,
1
3
)(
νE E
c
E N cE
)
L
: (1, 2, 2, 0)
nL : (1, 1, 1, 0). (4)
The presence of SU(2)R tells us that the right-handed
charged currents must be incorporated in weak decays. If
the Dirac neutrino is formed combining νe and N
c, then
the mass of the W±R is constrained from polarized µ
+ de-
cay [17]. Furthermore there is a charged current mixing
matrix for the known quarks in the right-handed sector.
Assuming this to be similar to Kobayashi- Maskawa ma-
trix one can constraint the W±R mass from the KL −KS
mass difference [18–20]. In Ref. [21] it was shown that
the mixing matrix for the right-handed quark sector is
calculable and that the difference between left and right
mixing angles turns out to be very small. Also the kaon
decay and neutron electric dipole moment can give fur-
ther constraints on the WR mass [20, 22].
This case can produce the eejj signal in the decays of
WR, and can explain the observed events for gL 6= gR [4].
However, this scenario is not very interesting for us as
it cannot explain the canonical mechanism of leptogensis
as discussed in Sec. IV.
B. Case 2.
Another choice for the SU(2)R doublet is (h
c, uc) [23]
with the charge equation Q = T3L +
1
2YL + T
′
3R +
1
2Y
′
R,
where
T ′3R =
1
2
T3R +
3
2
YR, Y
′
R =
1
2
T3R − 1
2
YR, (5)
and we have T ′3R + Y
′
R = T3R + YR. Thus it follows
that for interactions involving only the standard model
particles and left-handed gauge bosons, one cannot dis-
tinguish between the schemes of Case 1 and Case 2. In
this scenario, the fields transform under the subgroup
4G = SU(3)c × SU(2)L × SU(2)R′ × U(1)Y ′ as
(u, d)L : (3, 2, 1,
1
6
)
(hc, uc)L : (3¯, 1, 2,−1
6
)
(νE , E)L : (1, 2, 1,−1
2
)
(ec, n)L : (1, 1, 2,
1
2
)
hL : (3, 1, 1,−1
3
)
dcL : (3¯, 1, 1,
1
3
)(
νe E
c
e N cE
)
L
: (1, 2, 2, 0)
N cL : (1, 1, 1, 0), (6)
where Y ′ = YL + Y ′R. This model is often referred to as
the Alternative Left Right Symmetric Model (ALRSM)
in the literature. Note that, in this case N c has a triv-
ial transformation under G and thus can allow high-scale
leptogenesis. However, the assignment of quantum num-
bers for N c is not unique and that can result in some
consequences.
With the above assignments, the superpotential gov-
erning interactions of Standard Model and exotic parti-
cles is given as
W = λ1 (uu
cN cE − ducEc − uhce+ dhcνe) +
λ2 (ud
cE − ddcνE) + λ3 (hucec − hhcn) +
λ4hd
cN cL + λ5 (ee
cνE + EE
cn− Eecνe − νEN cEn) +
λ6 (νeN
c
LN
c
E − eEcN cL) . (7)
The superpotential given in Eq. (7) leads to the following
assignments of R, B and L for the exotic fermions which
also guarantees proton stability. For leptoquark h we
have R = −1, B = 13 , L = 1; νE , E and n carry R =−1, B = L = 0. There are two possible assignments for
N c determining whether a massive νe is possible or not.
For the assignment R = −1 and B = L = 0 for N c
(which demands λ4 = λ6 = 0 in Eq. (7) for a R-parity
conserving scenario), one has an exactly massless νe, but
from the perspective of leptogenesis the more interesting
choice is the case where N c is assigned R = +1, B = 0,
L = −1, so that it gives a tiny mass to νe via the seesaw
mechanism. Thus we consider the latter scenario in the
following discussions.
In this case, the right-handed charged current couples
e to n, but with n being presumably heavier (mn &
O( TeV)), there is no constraint on the mass of W±R′ from
polarized µ+ decay in contrast to Case 1. Also since W±R′
does not couple to d and s quarks there is no constraint
on the mass of W±R′ from the KL − KS mass difference
either. Thus this model allows a much lighter W±R than
the Case 1. However this model can give rise to D0− D¯0
mixing through the WR′ coupling of the c and u quarks to
h [24]. The relevant diagrams are shown in Fig. 1. This
mixing can constrain the SU(2)R′ breaking scale in this
model. It is interesting to note that in contrast to Case
FIG. 1: Box diagrams in the ALRSM contributing to D0−D¯0
mixing.
1, where all the gauge bosons have B = 0 and L = 0, in
this case W−R′ has leptonic charge L = 1. The coupling
of the WR′ to the fermions is given by
L = 1√
2
gRW
µ
R′(h¯
cγµu
c
L + E¯
cγµνL + e¯
cγµnL + N¯
c
EγµeL)
+h.c. (8)
So WR′ is coupled to the leptoquark h
c
L and the n field,
compared to the coupling with the dcL and N
c in the
conventional LRSM.
Let us discuss the possible production channels of WR′ .
The quantum numbers of WR′ imply that the production
of WR′ from the usual ud¯ scattering in hadronic colliders
cannot take place. Furthermore since 2mWR′ > mZ′ , the
pair production of WR′ via the decay of the heavy Z
′ is
forbidden [25]. The process that can yield a large cross
section for WR′ production is the associated production
of WR′ and leptoquark via the process g+ u→ h+W+R′ ,
which proceeds through the diagrams shown in Fig. 2
[25]. The two-body decay modes of the WR′ can be ob-
FIG. 2: s- and t-channel Feynman diagrams for the process:
g + u→ h+WR′ .
tained from Eq. (8). An inspection of all the further
decays of the exotic particles coming from WR′ decay
5imply that the WR′ decay can not give rise to the ee+2j
signal even in the presence of supersymmetry. However,
there is a possibility to produce the e/pT jj signal from
the decay modes of WR′ if ‘n’ is considered as the Light-
est Supersymmetric Particle (LSP). The relevant decay
modes of WR′ producing e/pT jj are given as:
(i) WR′ → hcu¯c → h˜∗n¯u¯c → ucecn¯u¯c
→ e˜∗u¯u¯c → e¯γ˜u¯u¯c
→WR′ucu¯c → ecn¯ucu¯c
(iv) WR′ → N cE e¯→ ν¯En¯e¯→ ddcn¯e¯ (9)
Thus, in this scenario, which has an attractive feature
of allowing high-scale leptogenesis (as discussed in Sec.
IV), a signal like two electrons and two jets can not corre-
spond to the decay of WR′ whereas there are many chan-
nels which can produce a signal like an electron, missing
energy and two jets via the decay of WR′ as given above.
However, as we shall see in Sec. III, both eejj and e/pT jj
signals can be analyzed in this case by considering R-
parity conserving resonant production and decay of an
exotic slepton.
C. Case 3.
A third way of choosing the SU(2)R doublet is (h
c, dc)
[26] and the charge equation is
Q = T3L +
1
2
YL +
1
2
YN ,
where the SU(2) corresponding to the mentioned doublet
does not contribute to the electric charge equation and we
will denote it as SU(2)N . When this SU(2)N is broken,
the gauge bosons W±N and ZN acquires masses. Note that
the ± in the superscript of WN refers to the SU(2)N
charge. Under the subgroup G = SU(3)c × SU(2)L ×
SU(2)N × U(1)Y the fields transform as
(u, d)L : (3, 2, 1,
1
6
)
(hc, dc)L : (3¯, 1, 2,
1
3
)
(Ec, N cE)L : (1, 2, 1,
1
2
)
(N c, n)L : (1, 1, 2, 0)
hL : (3, 1, 1,−1
3
)
ucL : (3¯, 1, 1,−
2
3
)(
νe νE
e E
)
L
: (1, 2, 2,−1
2
)
ecL : (1, 1, 1, 1). (10)
The superpotential governing interactions of SM and ex-
otic particles is given as:
W = λ1 (νeN
c
LN
c
E + eE
cN cL + νEN
c
En+ EE
cn) +
λ2 (d
cN cLh+ hh
cn) + λ3u
cech+ λ4 (uu
cN cE + u
cdEc) +
λ5 (νee
cE + eecνE) + λ6 (ud
cE + ddcνE + uh
ce+ dhcνe)
(11)
Note that in this case as well, the superpotential ensures
that h is a leptoquark (B = 13 , L = 1) while νE , E and n
carry B = L = 0 as in Case 2. N c has the assignment
B = 0, L = −1. WN has negative R-parity, nonzero
leptonic charge L = −1 and zero baryonic charge.
WN and ZN can induce K
0 − K¯0 mixing. Consider
a scenario where there is mixing between the six quarks
(three generations) forming SU(2)N doublets(
h¯1
d¯
) (
h¯2
s¯
) (
h¯3
b¯
)
(12)
Then the tree level Flavor Changing Neutral Current
FIG. 3: Tree level flavor changing neutral-current processes
due to mixing of the six quarks, d, s, b and exotic quarks: hi
(i = 1, 2, 3).
FIG. 4: Box diagrams leading to d¯s− s¯d mixing if only exotic
hi(i = 1, 2, 3) mix.
(FCNC) processes as shown in Fig. 3 will be present and
one can get a bound for the WN from the KL−KS mass
difference [26]. Even if d¯ and s¯ do not mix with the exotic
h¯i, there may still be a tree level contribution to the kaon
6mixing. If we assign opposite T3N to d¯L and s¯L and if
they mix then the diagrams shown in Fig. 3 are still
possible [26]. On the other hand if only the exotic h¯i mix
and the d¯L and s¯L are assigned the same T3N , then one
gets the box diagrams shown in Fig. 4 [26]. Similarly,
considering SU(2)N doublets in the leptonic sector,(
E
e
) (
M
µ
) (
T
τ
)
, (13)
even in the absence of mixing between the ordinary and
exotic fermions the process µ→ eγ can take place if the
exotic fermions mix among themselves [26] as shown in
Fig. 5. The coupling of the WN to the fermions is given
FIG. 5: Loop diagrams involving exotic fermions and WN
leading to µ→ eγ.
by
L = 1√
2
gRW
µ
N (h¯γµdR+e¯γµEL+ν¯γµ(νE)L+N¯
cγµnL)+h.c.
(14)
On similar grounds, as in Case 2, the WN cannot be pro-
FIG. 6: s- and t-channel Feynman diagrams for the process:
g + d→ h+WN .
duced via the usual Drell-Yan mechanism or via the decay
of the heavy ZN . The process that can yield a large cross
section for WN production [27] is g+ d→ h+WN which
consists of the diagrams shown in Fig. 6. WN can also be
produced in pairs via the process e+e− → W+NW−N [27].
The relevant diagrams are shown in Fig. 7. As in the
case of standard model W± pair production, this pro-
cess is particularly sensitive to the gauge structure and
cancellations between the contributing amplitudes. This
provides a probe for non-Abelian SU(2)N gauge theory.
FIG. 7: s- and t-channel Feynman diagrams for the process:
e+e− →W+NW−N .
Like in Case 2, an inspection of all the further decays
of the exotic particles coming from the two-body decay
modes of WN listed above tells us that a ee + 2j signal
cannot be obtained from the decay of WN even in the
presence of supersymmetry. However, there is a possibil-
ity to produce the e/pT jj signal from the decay modes of
WN if ‘n’ is considered as Lightest Supersymmetric Par-
ticle (LSP). The relevant decay modes of WN producing
e/pT jj are given as
(i) WN → hcd¯c → h˜∗n¯d¯c → ucecn¯d¯c
→ e˜∗u¯d¯c → e¯γ˜u¯d¯c
(ii) WN → eE¯L → eE˜cn→ eu¯cd¯n (15)
Thus, similar to the Case 2, a signal like two electrons and
two jets can not correspond to the decay of WN whereas
there are some channels which can produce a signal like
an electron, missing energy and two jets via the decay of
WN as given above. However, as shown in Sec. III, both
eejj and e/pT jj signals can be interpreted in this case also
by considering R-parity conserving resonant production
and decay of an exotic slepton.
III. EXOTIC SPARTICLE(S) PRODUCTION
LEADING TO AN eejj(e/pT jj) SIGNAL
In this Section, we show that two of the effective low-
energy subgroups (discussed as ‘Case 2’ and ‘Case 3’ in
Sec. II) of the E6 group can produce both eejj and
e/pT jj signals from the decay of scalar superpartner(s) of
the exotic particle(s). Both events can be produced nat-
urally in the above schemes by considering (i) resonant
production of the exotic slepton E˜ (ii) pair production
of scalar leptoquarks h˜. As discussed in Sec. I, CMS
has already performed a search for the excess of both
eejj and e/pT jj events in the final states via pair produc-
tion of leptoquarks. Interestingly, as compared to the
resonant production of sleptons as discussed in Ref. [8],
the exotic slepton E˜ can be resonantly produced in pp
collisions without violating R-parity. The exotic slepton
7FIG. 8: R-parity conserving Feynman diagrams for a single
exotic particle E˜ production leading to both eejj and e/pT jj
signal in Fig. 8(a) and eejj signal in Fig. 8(b).
then subsequently decays to a charged lepton and neu-
trino, followed by R-parity conserving interactions of the
neutrino producing an excess of events in both eejj and
e/pT jj channels. The R-parity conserving processes lead-
ing to both eejj and e/pT jj signals are given in Fig. 8(a)
and the one giving only eejj signal is given in Fig. 8(b).
The cross section of the eejj process as given in Fig. 8(a)
and Fig. 8(b) can be expressed as:
σ (pp→ eejj) = σ(pp→ E˜L)×BR(E˜L → eejj) (16)
whereas the cross section of the e/pT jj process as given
in Fig. 8(b) can be expressed as
σ
(
pp→ e/pT jj
)
= σ(pp→ E˜L)×BR(E˜L → e/pT jj).
(17)
In Case 2, the resonant production of the slepton as well
as decay modes of the same are given by the following
terms in the superpotential
W2 = −λ1 (uhce− dhcνe) + λ2udcE − λ5Eecνe, (18)
while in Case 3, the relevant interaction terms are given
by
W3 = λ
′
5 (νee
cE + eecνE) + λ
′
6 (ud
cE + uhce+ dhcνe) .
The parton cross section of a single slepton production
in Case 2 is given by [28]
σˆ =
pi
12sˆ
|λ2|2 δ(1−
m2
E˜
sˆ
) (19)
where sˆ is the partonic centre of mass energy, and mE˜ is
the mass of the resonant slepton. Including effects from
parton distribution functions, the total cross section to a
good approximation is given by [28]
σ (pp→ eejj) ∝ |λ2|
2
m3
E˜
× β1 (20)
and
σ
(
pp→ e/pT jj
)
∝ |λ2|
2
m3
E˜
× β2 (21)
where β1 is the branching fraction for the decay of the
exotic slepton to eejj and β2 is the branching fraction to
e/pT jj. Similarly, in Case 3, the cross sections in the eejj
and e/pT jj channels depend on
|λ6|2
m3
E˜
× β1 and |λ6|
2
m3
E˜
× β2
respectively. By choosing β1,2 as well as couplings λ2(λ
′
6)
as free parameters in Case 2 (Case 3), the cross section
can be calculated as a function of the exotic slepton mass.
Stringent bounds can also be obtained on the value of the
mass of the exotic slepton by comparing the theoretically
calculated cross section with the data collected by CMS
at a centre of mass energy
√
s = 8 TeV. Thus, we pro-
pose that the alternative schemes of E6 might explain
the excess eejj and e/pT jj signals at CMS naturally via
resonant exotic slepton decay.
IV. LEPTOGENESIS IN SUPERSYMMETRIC
LOW ENERGY E6-SUBGROUPS
In the conventional LRSM scenario for successful
high-scale leptogenesis, constraints on the WR mass
mentioned in the introduction follow from the out-of-
equilibrium condition of the scattering processes involv-
ing the SU(2)R gauge interactions [11]. In the case
MN > MWR the condition that the process
e−R +W
+
R → NR → e+R +W−R (22)
goes out of equilibrium gives
MN >∼ 1016 GeV (23)
with mWR/mN & 0.1. For the case MWR > MN lep-
togenesis can occur either at T ' MN or at T > MWR
below the B − L breaking scale. For T ' MN , the out-
of-equilibrium condition of the scattering processes which
maintain the equilibrium number density for NR leads to
MWR & 2× 105 GeV(MN/102 GeV)3/4. (24)
For leptogenesis at T > MWR the condition that the
scattering process
W±R +W
±
R → e±R + e±R (25)
through NR exchange goes out of equilibrium gives
MWR & 3× 106 GeV(MN/102 GeV)2/3. (26)
8Consequently, observing a WR signal in the range
1.8 TeV < MWR < 2.2 TeV implies that it is not possi-
ble to generate the required baryon asymmetry of the
universe from the high-scale leptogenesis for a hierarchi-
cal neutrino mass spectrum (MN3R MN2R MN1R =
mN ) in the usual LRSM scenario (even if it is embedded
in a higher gauge group).
The E6 group allows the possibility of explaining lep-
togenesis in two of its effective low-energy subgroups [29].
One of them is G1 = SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y ×U(1)N
and the other is G2 = SU(3)C × SU(2)L × SU(2)R′ ×
U(1)Y ′ , which is the Case 2 of Sec. II. With the assign-
ment given in Eqs. (4), (6) and (10), amongst the five
neutral fermions, only νe and N
c carry nonzero B−L in
all subgroups. Therefore, leptogenesis can be addressed
via the decay of the Majorana neutrino N c in all three
cases. Now to generate the B − L asymmetry from the
heavy neutrinos, one needs to satisfy the conditions: (i)
violation of B − L from Majorana mass of N (ii) CP
violation from complex couplings and (iii) the out-of-
equilibrium condition of the decay rate of the physical
heavy Majorana neutrino N given by
ΓN < H(T = mN ) =
√
4pi3g∗
45
T 2
MPl
, (27)
where ΓN is the decay width, H(T ) is the Hubble ex-
pansion rate, g∗ is the number of relativistic degrees of
freedom at temperature T and MPl is the Planck mass.
This translates into the condition that the mass of N
must be many orders of magnitude greater than the TeV
scale and consequently N c cannot transform nontrivially
under the low-energy subgroup G. From the assignments
of Eq. (4) and Eq. (10), it follows that N c transforms as
a doublet under both SU(2)R and SU(2)N . This implies
that if SU(2)R gets broken at the TeV scale, a success-
ful leptogenesis scenario can not be obtained in Case 1
(similar to the conventional left-right model) and Case
3. In Case 2, since N c transforms trivially under the
low-energy subgroup G, the out-of-equilibrium decay of
heavy neutrinos can give rise to high-scale leptogenesis
2. In this case, the Majorana neutrino N ck decays to
B − L = −1 final states νeiN˜ cEj , ν˜eiN cEj , eiE˜cj , e˜i, Ecj and
dih˜j , d˜
c
i h˜j and to their conjugate states, via the interac-
tion terms λ4 and λ6 in Eq. (7). One-loop diagrams,
such as the two shown in Fig. 9 for a given final state,
can interfere with the tree level Nk decays to provide the
2 Note that Ref. [30] considers a scenario in which the lepton
asymmetry is generated via Higgs triplet decays while the wash
out processes involving gauge interactions are in effect. In this
scheme, the leptogenesis can work out in the strong wash out
regime. However in our case where lepton asymmetry gets gen-
erated at a high scale, the wash out processes involving gauge
interactions (effective at a lower energy scale) must go out of
equilibrium so that the lepton asymmetry does not get wiped
out.
required CP violation for particular values of couplings
λijk4 and λ
ijk
6 . An order of magnitude estimate of the up-
FIG. 9: Loop diagrams for Nk decay.
per bound on the couplings λijk4 and λ
ijk
6 can be obtained
from the out-of-equilibrium condition given by Eq. (27).
Considering the total decay width of Nk given by
ΓNk =
1
4pi
∑
i,j
(|λijk4 |2 + 2|λijk6 |2)mNk (28)
and taking g∗ ∼ 100 at T ∼ mNk , the condition given by
Eq. (27) gives∑
i,j
(|λijk4 |2 + 2|λijk6 |2) <∼ 2× 10−17 GeV−1mNk . (29)
So for mNk ∼ 1015 GeV, λijk4 , λijk6 <∼ 10−1. In fact
λijk4,6 ∼ 10−3 can give the observed baryon-to-entropy ra-
tio nB/s ∼ 10−10 for maximal CP violation [29]. There-
fore, Case 2 (or ALRSM) has the attractive feature that
it can explain both the excess eejj and e/pT jj signals, as
shown in Sec. III, and also high-scale leptogenesis.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the effective low-energy theories of
the superstring inspired E6 group that is broken to its
maximal subgroup by flux breaking at a very high scale.
Our aim was to look for extensions of the standard model
that can explain the excess eejj and e/pT jj events that
have been observed by CMS at the LHC at the center
of mass energy
√
s = 8 TeV, and simultaneously explain
the baryon asymmetry of the universe via leptogenesis.
We consider generating the excess signals via both
right-handed gauge boson decay and exotic slepton de-
cay. The decay of the right-handed gauge boson is able
to produce eejj events in one of the effective low-energy
subgroups given by G = SU(3)c × SU(2)L × SU(2)R ×
U(1)B−L (Case 1 of Sec. II). The right-handed gauge bo-
son decay in the other two effective low-energy subgroups
of E6: G = SU(3)c × SU(2)L × SU(2)R′ ×U(1)Y ′ (Case
2) and G = SU(3)c × SU(2)L × SU(2)N × U(1)Y (Case
3), can produce the e/pT jj signal if the exotic particle
‘n’ is considered to be the LSP. However, none of these
subgroups is able to produce both excess signals simul-
taneously from the decay of right-handed gauge bosons.
9On the other hand, both signals can be produced simul-
taneously in the latter two effective low-energy subgroups
of E6 via the R-parity conserving resonant production of
an exotic slepton, followed by its decay via R-parity con-
serving interactions. Now, since the effective low-energy
subgroups of E6 in Case 1 allow breaking of U(1)B−L
at a scale lower than the SU(2)R breaking scale, it is
not consistent with leptogenesis at a high scale. The
other two subgroups (Case 2 and Case 3) allow break-
ing of SU(2)R at a low scale which is independent of
the B − L breaking scale. However, since in Case 3, the
right-handed neutrino transforms nontrivially under the
low energy group, it can not give rise to high scale lep-
togenesis. In Case 2, since the the right-handed neutrino
transforms trivially under the low energy group, it can
allow for leptogenesis at a high scale. Therefore, we con-
clude that G = SU(3)c × SU(2)L × SU(2)R′ × U(1)Y ′
subgroup, also referred to as the Alternative Left-Right
Symmetric Model, can explain both the excess eejj and
e/pT jj signals and also satisfy the constraints for success-
ful leptogenesis.
If future runs at LHC confirm the excess signals dis-
cussed above, it would be interesting to rely on the low-
energy spectrum of E6 group because it provides an ap-
proach to explain the excess of events while satisfying
the constraints of successful leptogenesis. However, it
would be challenging to dynamically obtain the relevant
Yukawa couplings in the context of the low-energy limit
of E8 × E′8 superstring theory for the theoretical cross
section to match the data observed by CMS.
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